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118 Lion Boulevard PO Box 187 Springdale UT 84767 435-772-3434 fax 435-772-3952

PLANNING COMMISSION NOTICE AND AGENDA
THE SPRINGDALE PLANNING COMMISSION WILL HOLD A WORK MEETING
ON WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 2019
AT THE CANYON COMMUNITY CENTER 126 LION BOULEVARD, SPRINGDALE, UTAH.
THE MEETING WILL BEGIN AT 5:00 PM.
Attending Clerk: Katy Brown
Approval of the agenda
Commission discussion and announcements
A. Discussion/Information/Non-Action Items
1. Discussion of strategies to enhance streetscape, public spaces, and pedestrian accommodation.
2. Discussion of building appearance and design standards.

B.

Adjourn

NOTE: During a public hearing, the Commission must allow the public an opportunity to provide comment and testimony
for the record. In a public meeting, the Commission has discretion and may or may not allow comments. To comment on
an agenda item that is not a public hearing, the public is encouraged to forward remarks in advance of the meeting.
This notice is provided as a courtesy to the community and is not the official notice for this meeting/hearing. This notice is
not required by town ordinance or policy. Failure of the Town to provide this notice or failure of a property owner,
resident, or other interested party to receive this notice does not constitute a violation of the Town’s noticing
requirements or policies. If you have questions regarding any of the agenda items, or other community development
comments, please contact the Community Development staff at 435-772-3434 or tdansie@springdaletown.com.
The Town of Springdale complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act by providing accommodations and auxiliary
communicative aids and services for all those citizens in need of assistance. Persons requesting these accommodations
for Town sponsored public meetings, services, programs, or events should call Springdale Town Clerk Darci Carlson
(435.772.3434) at least 24 hours before the meeting.
Packet materials for agenda items will be available by 5pm on 11/01/19: http://www.springdaletown.com/AgendaCenter/Planning-Commission-7

Memorandum
To:
Planning Commission
From: Sophie Frankenburg
Date: November 1, 2019
Re:
November 6, 2019 Planning Commission Meeting
Revitalization Project Study
The Planning Commission has identified improving streetscape design and encouraging new public
spaces as a priority. The General Plan contains numerous references to improving streetscape design
(see sections 2.5.1, 2.5.2, 3.2.5, 9.1.1, and 10.2.1). The Commission should continue discussion of this
topic in the current work meeting while using the Helper City Project as an example of community
support, and successful revitalization.
Helper City Revitalization Project
In 2017, Helper City applied for a Sustainability Design Assistance Team (SDAT) grant through the
American Institute of Architects. The SDAT helped develop a vision for a sustainable future in Helper City
and create the Helper Project. This revitalization project had multiple components which included public
space improvements. The vision of these improvements led to nine committees being created to better
accomplish the goals set forth by the community.
Helper City Revitalization Project could provide the Planning Commission with great framework for
community involvement and design criteria for streetscape improvements that are specific to
Springdale. The following subsections are tools from the Helper City Project which can be used to
determine concepts and processes for implementing streetscape designs into Springdale.

Design Criteria
Identify criteria that the streetscape design should reflect. These criteria can help steer the design to fit
in with the town character and add amenities for residents, businesses, and visitors.
1- Historic authenticity (incorporating irrigation ditch stone, sandstone, and other parkitecture
design techniques)
2- Longevity of design (encompass the town character for years to come)
3- Easiest possible maintenance (watering, planting, and lighting)
4- Walkability (less obstruction, access to businesses, flexibility)
5- Safety for pedestrians (crosswalk filtering, shading)
6- Equitability
Implementation

Identify how to implement these designs, who will be the driving force to create these additions, and
most importantly, who will maintain them.
-

Planning Commission
Town Council
Steering committees: Comprised of Business owners, property owners, residents
Professional consultation: Landscape architects, agricultural agents, Contractors, etc..

Design Concepts
Determine the types of features that best fit in with the Town. Identifying materials will allow for
consistency in public spaces. Reflect on materials that are already allowed for development. These
structures should fit in with the existing development and most importantly the natural environment. A
variety of features can reflect different parts of the Town and should conform with their specific uses.
-

-

Rock Gardens
o Replicate the geological history of the area
Natural seating areas
o Using historic stone, large boulders, etc.
Natural vegetation
o Flowering timeline (blooms spring through fall)
Shade structures
o Natural shade structures
 Trees
 Natural materials such as reclaimed wood
Interactive public art
o Sound gardens
o Little Free Libraries

Strategies
A variety of strategies can be used to implement the designs. Each strategy should engage the
community. If the community is not engaged, design, funding, and maintenance will be a challenge.
-

Planting parties
Adopt a tree program
Street Stewards
Streetscape design voting
Design your dream streetscape

The Planning Commission should continue to think about how to best incorporate streetscape into
Springdale by using the framework Helper City has established.
Next Steps
-

The Commission should discuss more in depth, additional land use regulations, if any, that could
be adopted to encourage better public and private streetscape designs.
The Commission could identify priority areas for streetscape improvements.

-

The Commission could refine the types and styles of streetscape improvements that are feasible
and desirable (e.g. shade structures, benches, public art, etc.).
The Commission could establish a working group based on the Helper model to help with the
above listed tasks.
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Memorandum
To:
From:
Date:
Re:

Planning Commission
Thomas Dansie, Director of Community Development
November 1, 2019
November 6, 2019 Planning Commission Meeting
Building Design and Appearance Standards

In the last meeting the Commission discussed building design, preparatory to potential revisions to the
Town’s design standards that could help promote development that more consistently contributes to
the Town’s architectural character. The Commission requested this discussion due to concerns over
recently approved development projects that might not be as compatible with the Town’s village
character as the Commission desires.
Prior to the last meeting staff suggested the Commission review existing development in the Town that
was particularly significant in either promoting or detracting from the Town’s character. Staff further
suggested the Commission identify the essential design characteristics of those developments. The
Commission could then create design standards that require new developments to incorporate the
design characteristics that add to the Town’s village character, and prohibit the design characteristics
that detract from village character.
The Commission requested additional guidance and direction from staff on this process.
Based on the Commission’s request and direction, staff has prepared the following analysis of existing
development in the Town. This analysis is based on staff’s bias and perspective. The opinions expressed
here are not intended to dictate, or even suggest, policy to the Commission. Rather, this analysis is
provided as an example or template for individual Commissioners to follow in coming to their own
conclusions regarding desirable/undesirable design characteristics.
Staff Suggestions for Essential Building Design Features in Springdale
Staff feels the following building design features are the most significant contributors to village
character.
Height to Setback Ratio
Staff feels the view from the street is the most important view in preserving village character. With the
exception of the view from one’s own property, the view from the street is the view people will
experience most. This is the view people will associate most with the visual appearance of the Town.
Tall structures that are closer to the street have a greater visual impact than tall structures that are
further back from the street. Tall buildings near the street block midground and background vistas of
Zion Canyon. They also crowd the street and detract from the Town’s feeling of openness and open
space.
A height-to-setback ratio can be used to evaluate the height of a building compared to setback. A high
ratio means the building is taller in comparison to the setback. Buildings with a high height to setback

ratio will have a greater the visual impact. Conversely, buildings with a low height to setback ratio will
have a lower visual impact.
Front Landscape
Appropriate front landscape can soften the view of a building form the street, and make the building
appear more integrated into the natural environment. Staff feels encouraging more quality front
landscape is one of the easiest and most effective ways to promote better building design. Landscape
can include vegetation, as well as hardscape features that promote more active use of the front of the
property such as pedestrian pathways, courtyards, and outdoor seating or dining areas. Vegetative
landscape should be used to break up a building’s mass and provide shade at the front of the building.
Roofline / Roof Pitch
A building’s roofline has a significant impact on the form of the rest of the building. By controlling
rooflines, the Town can influence the form and appearance of the rest of the building in a way that
promotes village character. Staff feels the following roofline elements will contribute to village
character.
-

Gable roofs / hip roofs. These roof forms are traditional and promote a feeling of established
and historic development. These roof forms are found in most of the historic buildings in the
Town. Parkitecture relies heavily on gable roofs. In contrast, flat roofs, curvilinear roofs, shed
roofs and other roof forms are generally out of context with the Town’s architectural heritage.
They promote a more contemporary feel that detracts from the historic village feel the Town is
attempting to promote. Also, roof pitch that is consistent on both sides of the ridgeline is more
in keeping with the Town’s historic development than roofs with asymmetric pitches.

-

Moderate roof pitch. Very low roof pitches (< 3:12) do not allow the design benefit of gable and
hip roofs to been seen. Very steep roof pitches (>8:12) are out of character with most of the
Town’s architectural heritage and unnecessarily increase building height. Steep roof pitches also
expose more of the roof to the viewscape, increasing a building’s perceived mass.

-

Simple, yet broken rooflines. Overly complex rooflines with many different angles, orientations,
and roof pitches detract from the simple and utilitarian design associated with Parkitecture and
pioneer farmhouse styles that are emblematic of the Town’s architectural heritage. Rooflines
that are broken up reduce visual mass, but in breaking the roofline it is still possible to avoid
unnecessary roofline complexity by keeping rooflines parallel or perpendicular, and by keeping
roof pitches consistent or compatible.

-

Consistent rooflines and roof styles on the same building / property. Varied rooflines or roof
styles on the same building or property create a jumbled, unplanned, and chaotic appearance.
Consistent rooflines and styles make the property development appear more consistent in
appearance.

Horizontal, Rather than Vertical, Building Emphasis

Placing a design emphasis on horizontal elements makes a building appear lower in height and more
integrated into the ground. Conversely, a vertical emphasis exaggerates a building’s height. Horizontal
design emphasis can be achieved by having a lower building height to building width ratio. It can also be
achieved by emphasizing horizontal lines in building finishes (e.g. horizontal wood siding) and other
design elements with a horizontal orientation.
Breaks in Wall Planes (Shadow Lines)
Large, unbroken wall surfaces make a building appear more massive. Breaking up large wall planes and
introducing shadow lines adds interest the building design and can hide some of a building’s mass.
Breaks in wall planes can be accomplished by setting one portion of the wall plane further back than the
adjacent portion, by mixing materials on a wall surface, by including covered porches or deep
overhangs, and other similar design techniques.

Staff Analysis of Existing Development in Springdale
The following pages of this report contain a review of existing development in the Town, relative to the
design elements discussed above. This review does not include an analysis of other building design
elements not discussed above (e.g. building size, colors and materials, etc.). Obviously, those elements
must also be considered when evaluating the total visual impact of a development. Thus, the following
analysis is not intended to make declaratory statements on the overall visual impact or “village
character” of each development. It is not intended to indicate which properties or buildings are the best
overall contributors to village character. Rather, this review is only intended to provide examples of the
design features discussed above. Staff is providing this review as a template for the Commission to
following in coming to your own conclusions on what design features and elements are significant in
promoting village character.
The photographs below are GoogleMaps screenshots of various properties with staff’s comments on
each development relative to the essential design features discussed in this report.

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal vs.
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
High. Near maximum height at minimum
setback.
(Picture does now show current
landscape)
Flat roof

Impact on Village Character
Negative

Moderate height to width ratio

Neutral

None.

Negative

Negative

(Analysis of rear transient lodging building, not gallery building)
Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
Low. Slightly reduced height at large
setback.
Minimal. Front of building is mostly
parking area.
Gable roof with moderate pitch.

Impact on Village Character
Positive

High width to height ratio.

Negative

None.

Negative

Negative
Positive

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
Low. Minimum setback, but significantly
reduced building height.
Good. Grass, pedestrian paths, trees,
planter areas.
Gable roof with moderate pitch, broken
rooflines that are parallel or
perpendicular to each other.
Low height to width ratio.

Impact on Village Character
Positive

Lots of shadow lines, breaks in walls,
covered entryways.

Positive

Positive
Positive
Positive

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis

Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
Moderate. Above maximum height, but
large setback.
Mixed. Lots of large trees and grass (+),
but also lots of parking and driveway (-).
Gable roof with broken rooflines that are
parallel or perpendicular (+), but quite
steep roof pitch (-).
Low height to width ratio, horizontal
wood siding (+). Multiple narrow and tall
gable ends with steep peaks on the front
of the building emphasize vertical nature
of building (-).
Wall planes at different setbacks.

Impact on Village Character
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

Positive

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
Low. Reduced height and increased
setback.
Driveway and parking area with minimal
front landscape.
Gable roof, low roof pitch, simple and
broken rooflines.
Low height to width ratio

Impact on Village Character
Positive

Wall planes setback from each other.
What front landscape there is breaks up
mass of wall surfaces. Covered porch
breaks up wall plane.

Positive

Negative
Positive
Positive

(Analysis of front hotel building, not larger rear hotel building)
Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
Low. Reduced height, increased setback.

Impact on Village Character
Positive

Mixed. Lots of large trees and grass (+),
but also lots of parking and driveway (-).
Gable roof, simple broken rooflines that
are parallel or perpendicular, low roof
pitch
Low height to width ratio

Neutral

Different materials, gable peaks break
up large wall planes, wall planes at
different setbacks

Positive

Positive
Positive

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
High. Maximum height, with minimum
setback.
Good. Grass, pedestrian paths, trees,
planters, rock walls.
Gable roof, with moderate pitch (+). Lots
of different and complex rooflines (-).
Gable ends on covered entry ways are at
above average height (-).
Gable ends at entry are very tall,
accentuating the vertical feel.
Different materials, different wall angles
and setbacks break up wall planes

Impact on Village Character
Negative
Positive
Negative

Negative
Positive

(Analysis of hardware store building only.)
Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
Low. Significantly reduced height at
minimum setback.
Good. Shade trees, pedestrian paths.
Gable roof, simple broken rooflines that
are parallel, moderate roof pitch
Low width to height ratio (+), vertical
wood siding (-) siding.
Covered front entry, lots of gable peaks
break up large wall planes

Impact on Village Character
Positive
Positive
Positive
Neutral
Positive

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
Moderate. Slightly reduced height at
minimum setback.
Good. Courtyard for gathering,
pedestrian paths, shade trees, planters,
grass.
Curvilinear and flat roofs.

Impact on Village Character
Neutral

Low height to width ratio.

Positive

Large stone mass wall. Not much
variation in front wall plane.

Negative

Positive
Negative

(Building analyzed based on view from Lion Boulevard, not SR9.)
Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
High. Tall building at minimum setback.

Impact on Village Character
Negative

Outdoor dining patio (+), but little
vegetation (-).
Lots of different roof forms. No
consistent roof pitch or style. No
continuity between different parts of the
roof on the same building.
Covered dining deck has very high height
to width ratio, very vertical emphasis.
Consistent wall plane across the front of
the building.

Neutral
Negative

Negative
Negative

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
Low. Significantly reduced building
height at minimum setback.
Good. Shade trees, pedestrian path,
grass, platers.
Gable roof, broken rooflines that are
parallel or perpendicular, moderate roof
pitch
Low height to width ratio.

Impact on Village Character
Positive

Different wall surfaces at different
setbacks, covered front porch breaks up
wall surface.

Positive

Positive
Positive
Positive

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
Moderate. Above maximum height, but
large setback.
Mixed. Lots of large trees and planters,
but also lots of parking and driveway.
Shed roof on pop-up portion. Mix of
different roof styles on the same
building.
Front portion of building has
predominantly horizontal emphasis, but
pop-up portion has vertical emphasis.
Covered front porch (+), but little
variance in wall plane setback

Impact on Village Character
Neutral
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Neutral

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
Market building: Moderate. Maximum
height at slightly increased setback.
Ice Cream Shop: Low. Reduced height at
increased setback.
Good. Courtyard area for gathering,
grass, shade trees, pedestrian pathways.
Gable roof, broken rooflines that are
parallel, moderate roof pitch, consistent
roof style and pitch on adjacent
buildings
Low height to width ratio.

Impact on Village Character
Neutral / Positive

Covered front porches break up wall
planes (+), not much variation in wall
plane setback or wall materials (-).

Neutral

Positive
Positive

Positive

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
High. Maximum height at minimum
setback.
Mixed. Some trees and grass, but also
lots of parking and driveway.
Gable roof, simple rooflines that are
parallel or perpendicular, moderate roof
pitch
Low height to width ratio.

Impact on Village Character
Negative

Covered entry ways break up wall
planes, wall planes at different setbacks
(+). No variation in wall surface materials
(-).

Neutral

Neutral
Positive
Positive

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
Moderate. Slightly reduced height at
minimum setback.
(Picture doesn’t show current landscape)
Flat roofs.

Impact on Village Character
Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

No breaks in wall planes, no variation in
wall surface materials.

Negative

Negative

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
Low. Maximum height, but at greatly
increased setback.
Mostly driveway and parking area. A
little grass and courtyard area on the
side.
Multiple different roof styles on the
same building. Gable roof ridgeline is
long and unbroken.
Vertical ribbing in steel siding puts
emphasis vertical nature (-). Low height
to width ratio (+).
Covered entry way introduces shadow
lines, a portion of the wall is setback
from the other (+). No variation in wall
surface materials (-).

Impact on Village Character
Positive
Neutral
Negative
Neutral
Neutral

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
Front Canopy: High. Moderate height at
zero front setback.
Main building: Low. Reduced height at
increased setback.
Minimal. Mostly parking area.

Impact on Village Character
Neutral

Flat roofs.

Negative

Tall canopy dominates front view.

Negative

Awnings break up wall, but not variation
in setback or wall surface materials.

Neutral

Negative

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch
Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
High. Moderate height at greatly
reduced setback.
Rock wall planter area, outdoor dining
area, lots of shade trees (+). Lots of
parking on the side (-).
Gable roof, simple broken rooflines that
are, moderate roof pitch
Low height to width ratio.

Impact on Village Character
Negative

Wall planes at different setbacks.
Multiple gable ends break up wall
surface.

Positive

Mostly positive
Neutral
Positive

Height to Setback
Ratio
Front Landscape
Roofline / Roof
Pitch

Horizontal or
Vertical Emphasis
Breaks in Wall
Planes

Comment
Low. Reduced height, increased setback.

Impact on Village Character
Positive

Mixed. Lots of large trees and grass, but
also lots of parking and driveway.
Gable roof (+). Moderate roof pitch (+).
Not a lot of break in rooflines (-). Porte
cochere roof is at a different angle and
orientation than the rest of the building
(-).
Low height to width ratio for most of the
building. But porte cochere sticks up
with a vertical emphasis. .
Porte cochere breaks up wall plane, but
no other break.

Neutral
Neutral

Neutral
Neutral

